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Abstract 
 
There are a several methods for detecting sound inside a building. In research a 

method of a beam splitter is used for detecting sound and therefore reflectance and 
transmittance of windows to the sound have been studied. The response of the window glass 
to the frequencies of sound has been studied by using laser diode (λ=630nm; P=1mW) and a 
silicon detector is being used to measure the intensity of the modulated beam. The design of 
the experimental setup used in this work is reported. 

It is found that the vibrations of the glass are low at frequencies from 20-200 Hz and 
much of the sound energy falls within the frequency  range 200 -500 Hz where the 
resonance frequency is detected at 400Hz. 
 
Keywords: Vibration; Acoustical properties; Laser diodes; Modulation. 
PACS: 62.30.+d; 62.65.+k; 42.55.Px; 42.60.Fc. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The voice of a human sends out energy. This energy makes the air molecules to 
vibrate and the vibration hit a window glass, the molecules of the glass window start to 
vibrate in fixed positions. When a laser beam is aimed toward the window, this vibrations 
cause instantaneous change in the angle of incidence of the laser beam, therefore the angle 
of reflected beam on the detector will be changed, which cause a change in the intensity of 
the current passes through the detector. The change in the laser beam intensity with angles 
of the incident and reflected rays from the detector within the glass vibration, indicates that 
the sound waves had been modulated on the laser beam [1]. 

Modulation is defined as the process of varying the amplitude, phase, frequency, 
intensity, and, polarization of a carrier to convey an information signal  [2,3]. There are two 
distinct methods where optical waves have been modulated for communication purpose: 

1. Direct Modulation; in which the source itself is caused to vary its output power  

[4]. 
2. External Modulation; in general consists of an optical waveguide in which the 

incident light pass through and the refractive index of the medium is modulated by 
the information signal [5, 6]. 
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The aim of this research is the design of the experimental setup to study the response of 
a window glass to the sound frequencies in the range 200-500 Hz.  

 

2. Experimental Part 
 

The system components consist of the transmitter, receiver circuits, reflective object 
and the variable function generator. 

Our design depends on some calculation regarding the electronic components such 
as detector; transistor and laser diode. These considerations are illustrated in Table (1). 

 
Table 1: The experimental values of the transmitter and the receiver circuits 

Transmitter circuit Receiver circuit 

Vbase 0.405 V Idet. 1.2mA 
IT 0.01A Vbase 2.16V 

Regulator(7805) 5V, 0.5A Voltage amplification 100 
Rdiode 0.32Ω 

  Cutoff frequency 3KHz 
  Rfilter 53Ω 
  Current gain 250 

 

2.1 Transmitter Circuit 
 
The circuit used in this work consist of a light source; power supply, capacitor, 

transistor, resistor and regulator [7] which is illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
 

 

Figure 1: The design of the transmitter circuit. 
 

2.2 Receiver Circuit 
 
Receiver circuit used in this work consists of optical detector (PIN silicon photo 

diode), power supply, preamplifier circuit, low pass filter and oscilloscope [7] illustrated in 
Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: The design of the receiver circuit. 

 
2.3 Reflective Object 
 
Window glass silica (SiO2) type of different thickness and colors is used as a 

reflector. This glass placed on the vibrating surface (speaker) to vibrate. 
 

2.4 Variable Function Generator    
 
Variable function generator (501A, 2MHz) is used to generate frequency. It is 

connected directly in order to select the required frequencies. 
The laser beam is obtained by using LD of wavelength 630nm. This beam is 

modulated separately by different sound waves obtained from an oscillator. After its 
incidence and reflection from a window glass; the silicon photodiode detector receives the 
modulated beam, which connected to the channel one of oscilloscope on which a sine wave 
representing the received beam will be shown. 
The resonance represents the largest vibration of the glass, and, the process has been carried 
out to all thicknesses in order to obtain the maximum response for each glass to the sound 
frequencies. The setup of the system is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: The resonance effect. 
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Figure 4: The set up of the system. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 
 

3.1 Merits of Circuit Design 
 

The designed receiver and transmitter circuits have the properties given in Table 1. 
The transmitter circuit consist of common emitter transistor with high gains and voltage 
divider consist of two resistors connected in series with the base of a transistor in order to 
obtain small value of voltage. This assembly has connected to a regulator to fix the voltage 
in order to achieve a safe circuit work. 

While the receiver circuit consists of preamplifier circuit consist of common emitter 
transistor with high voltage amplification and low pass filter with cutoff frequency equal to 
3 KHz is calculated according to the cutoff equation. 

The capacitance value is chosen to be 1μF, and the required resistance was 53Ω as 
listed in Table 1. These values are essential to run two circuits with voltage amplification 
100 and current gains 250, which enable us to use the laser and silicon detector. 
 

3.2 The Relation Between the Amplitude and Frequency of Sound 
 

Once the laser beam modulated by different frequencies is aimed towards the 
window glass, the molecules (atoms) start to vibrate. The first molecule strikes the second 
and the second strikes the third, and then the first molecule starts slowly back to the original 
position [8]. 

Figures 5-10 display the amplitude of the reflected beam versus frequency of a 
window glass of different thicknesses and colors. It is found that the vibrations of a glass are 
low at frequencies from 20-200 Hz. Then the height of the peak indicates the strength of 
oscillation [9]. Results from the application of harmonic component are located at frequency 
called resonance. At this frequency the vibration of windows reaches its maximum value. 
Much of sound energy, the source falls within the frequency of range 200-500 Hz, the 
resonance frequency appears at 400 Hz.  Resonance frequency depends on the material of 
the glass [10]. Each glass that is used in this work has the same dimensions. Above these 
frequencies the energy of sound decays and the oscillation of glass begins to decrease until it 
reaches frequency in the range 1000 -3000 Hz (the vibration of these windows does not 
appeared at higher frequencies).  
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Figure 5: Amplitude of reflected beam (mV) vs. frequency (Hz) for glass thickness 2.2mm. 
 

 

Figure 6: Amplitude of reflected beam (mV) vs. frequency (Hz) for glass thickness 3.5mm. 
 

 
Figure 7: Amplitude of reflected beam (mV) vs. frequency (Hz) for glass thickness 4.4mm. 
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Figure 8: Amplitude of reflected beam (mV) vs. frequency (Hz) for glass thickness 6mm. 

 

 
Figure 9: Amplitude of reflected beam (mV) vs. frequency (Hz) for colored glass thickness 5mm. 

 

 
Figure 10: Amplitude of reflected beam (mV) vs. frequency (Hz) for colored glass thickness 8mm. 

 
Figure 11 shows the highest amplitude versus the thickness of the window glass at 

the resonance frequency (400Hz) for uncolored and colors glass windows. From this figure 
it is found that in order to reduce the reflected laser beam from the windows, a glass of high 
thickness and dark color must be used because it is difficult to vibrate and transmit sound as 
the vibration depends on the number of atoms (as well as its mass of the color window). 
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Figure 11: Height’s amplitude of reflected beam (mV) vs. thickness (mm) of different   glasses at the 

resonance frequency. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

Once the laser beam is applied towards the window glass of different thicknesses and 
colors and the sound generated near the windows, the following conclusions have been 
drawn from this work: 

 The aim of this work is to detect a sound within a room having outside windows, by 
using incident laser aimed toward a window glass of different thicknesses and colors. 

 The molecules of glass start to vibrate and then modulated with the laser beam. The 
incident beam on the receiver converts this modulation into conversation. 

 The circuits of the receiver and transmitter have been designed for this purpose. 
 The reproducibility and reliability of our design was very high, when repeating the 

experiment in different occasions and circumstances. 
 Maximum response to the windows in the range of frequencies 200-500 Hz, and the 

resonance frequency is 400Hz. 
 The incident beam on the colored glass will not penetrate, there isn’t a transmitted 

ray and all energy is reflected i.e.  The vibrations of dark windows are very weak. 
Thus this glass may be used in buildings to minimize detection of sound and the 
information that will be obtained from these windows is very little.  
The results show the modulated laser beam that   reflected from colored glasses is 

higher than the uncolored glass suggesting its suitability and utility in closed rooms. 
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